
GAL 8 

 

((GAL 2:11-14)) 

PRAY 

“Calling people out by name, condemning or judging them, calling them nasty names, exposing their 
actions to others, questioning their beliefs…” 

THOSE are HARDLY the kind of things we would EXPECT to FIND taking place in a CHURCH… 

And that because we tend to think of those things AS UNLOVING, UNACCEPTABLE and very 
UNCHRISTIAN … 

And…in most cases…we would be completely RIGHT!   

NOT HOWEVER in the case of those preaching/peddling a false gospel message. 

In the case of such—ALL of the ABOVE is not only FAIR GAME—but what God actually prescribes…(AND 
the APOSTLE Paul unashamedly practiced)…As we will SOON see from our verses for TODAY… 

AND BECAUSE that is both SHOCKING AND a part of PAUL’S on-going instruction regarding the GOSPEL… 

These verses (also) FALL under what I have CALLED since chapter ONE… 

GOSPEL BOMBS (this being PART 6 in that series) 

Paul has (since chapter ONE) be dropping one shocking TRUTH after another (about the GOSPEL) on the 
GALATIAN CHURCHES (the original recipients of this letter) in an attempt to bring them back from the 
precipice of APOSTASY—from the place of accepting and adopting WHAT was a “different gospel” (from 
the one HE HAD preached and established them in)—from a GOSPEL which WAS not the TRUTH—but a 
distortion of IT--- a FALSE GOSPEL which (would in turn) DAMN their souls to HELL. 

A FALSE GOSPEL which he himself (HAD encountered several times BEFORE in the LIFE of his OWN 
CHURCH)… 

As a matter of fact, that WAS as much a CATALYST to his penning of this LETTER (as anything else)—the 
FACT that the FALSE GOSPEL which had invaded their churches—WAS ALSO (at the time of his writing) 
also ASSUALTING his congregation in ANTIOCH. 

And as I said—it was a FALSE GOSPEL which he had encountered BEFORE (and believed was DEAD)… 

IT (however) HAD new life breathed into it—AND was (again) attempting to INFECT churches throughout 
the Roman empire.  



What that GOSPEL was—WAS the GOSPEL of the “circumcision party”—a gospel which taught that in 
order to enter into a RIGHT RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD (i.e. gain JUSTIFICATION) a person needed to do 
MORE than simply put faith in CHRIST (which was the message of Paul---faith alone in Christ alone 
justifies – Rom 3:28).  For the circumcision party (or Judaizers as they were also known) a person needed 
ALSO to continue observing the OC clean laws (those laws which God prescribed under the OC as the 
means to entering into a right relationship at that time—things like animal sacrifices, circumcision, 
sabbaths, separation from unclean items and kosher foods).  The circumcision party believed these laws 
to still be in force. 

And (though as I mentioned—it seemed such heresy HAD BEEN squelched in the past)---NEW LIFE had 
been breathed into it (and its supporters)—NEW LIFE in the form of APOSTLES’ PETER and JAMES. 

Somehow between the time it was first put down (which is what Paul is writing about in the first part of 
chapter TWO) and NOW (a time period of only the few short YEARS) the heresy was revisited 9by those 
in Jerusalem---and (at that time) it was REVIVED---REVIVED (not as heresy) BUT GOSPEL TRUTH… 

AT WHICH time entourages of individuals (“gospel recalibration teams we might call them) were sent 
out to the churches in the ROMAN EMPIRE to inform them of the NEW POLICES (regarding the old clean 
laws)—AND the (different GOSPEL) they were to now START promoting… 

AND everything WAS fine—until THEY GOT to ANTIOCH---and crossed paths with the GREATEST 
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGIAN ever to live---the APOSTLE PAUL…(who once he heard the new message) MADE 
NO PLANS to “recalibrate” His GOSPEL (by adding this NEW policy of old clean laws)—Or JUST to sit 
BACK with his own private thoughts on the matter---RATHER HE prepared for BATTLE---BATTLE in the 
form of PUBLIC OPPOSITION…against those preaching this DIFFERENT and very FALSE GOSPEL…   

 OPPOSITION which ultimately take him to the JERUSALEM CHURCH… 

OPPOSITION which caused the penning of this letter… 

OPPOSITION which was necessary ---IF the RIGHT GOSPEL was to be preserved… 

AND that (then) is what OUR VERSES before teach us—THAT is their overarching PRINCIPLE---a principle 
which IS the EIGHTH truth in this SERIES of GOSPEL BOMBS… 

8. Getting the gospel right requires public opposition to those preaching a false gospel. 

 (11 - “But when Cephas came to Antioch I opposed him to his face…”) 

(14 “…I said to Cephas before them all…”) 

NOTICE (as I have already mentioned) Paul’s opposition against those preaching/peddling a 
distorted/false gospel was NOT private (i.e. behind closed doors where no one else could hear) BUT very 
–VERY public!  He proclaimed and confronted in the hearing of ALL people—He wanted ALL to know 
(and be warned). 

This (among the other things (that we have discussed in the letter) was HOW he GOT the GOSPEL RIGHT 
(and made sure that others weren’t getting it wrong)…HE WAS PUBLICALLY INTOLERANT of ANYONE 
who preached something other than the TRUE GOSPEL—and no (doubt) this portion of Scripture was 
given to US—because God expects the same of US. 



Why it is important that we are public in our opposition against false gospels and gospel teachers  (1) 
b/c it is what is prescribed (by way of example in the NT---which is what we will see over and over by the 
time our study is done today); (2) “private opposition” accomplishes nothing (and protects no-one)---
consider how far false gospels would get if every true Christian stood in public opposition against them 
every time they raised their ugly head—they would driven back into the darkness from where they came 
and not be tolerated within society (examples in relation to other things abound as support for this—
e.g. homosexuality); (3) This is how we demonstrate our allegiance to Christ and confess Him before 
men (Mat 10:7, 22-33). 

*Such public opposition by Paul sheds additional light on what Jude is referring to in Jud 3 when he 
commands us to “contend for the faith once for all handed down…”. It is not something we are to do 
privately (or with whispered words among the faithful)—BUT RATHER---openly before (and with) the 
world—most especially those claiming to be Christian yet distorting the gospel---since these (and not 
the world) are always the GOSPEL’S (and the Church’s) fiercest (and most damaging) enemy (e.g. Jesus: 
His battle was not with Rome but the Jewish religious establishment which was apostate but still 
claimed to be God’s leaders and the possessors of His true message.  Jesus claims they were making 
people “twice the sons of hell”. 

There are 4 forms of public opposition which we see being exercised by Paul in these verses (which by 
example should also be exercised by us)---and as I mentioned at the beginning of our time—they 
consist of things—most would consider very unchristian!:  

8.1. (Public) Exposure 

Notice, Paul is no longer speaking in generalities (as he did in chapter one –“there are some who trouble 
you and want to distort the gospel of Christ” – 1:7). 

8.1.1. (11 – “But when Cephas…”) (12 – “…from James”) (13 – “even Barnabas”) 

8.1.2. Today, exposing people by name (even if they are preaching a distorted/false gospel) is seen as 
wrong within the Christian world.  Such convictions HOWEVER do NOT come from Scripture—since the 
common practice THERE (in relation to such people) is oftentimes JUST the OPPOSITE (e.g. 1Ti 1:20 –
“Hymenaeus and Alexander”; 2Ti 2:17 – “Hymenaeus and Philetus”; 2Ti 4::10, 14 – “Demas, Crescens, 
Titus and Alexander the coppersmith”; 3Jo 9 – “Diotrephes”; Rev 2:6, 15, 20 – “the Nicolaitans, that 
woman Jezebel”). 

8.1.3. What we are doing when we don’t publically expose those preaching a distorted/false gospel: 
protecting the guilty (and punishing the innocent—those who will continue to be deceived by them)—
which is the very opposite of why God’s law was established (Eph 5:10).  

8.2. (Public) Judging/Condemnation 

Today this is ALSO seen as very distasteful and completely unchristian.  Paul however didn’t see it that 
way!  Consider his words: 

8.2.1. (11 - “he stood condemned…”)  

(14 – “When I saw that their conduct was not in step with the truth of the gospel…”) 

((1:8-9)) 



 8.2.2. Paul had no problem with (and saw no wrong in) opposing and publically condemning/judging 
those who were distorting/getting the gospel wrong (including men like the apostle Peter—a “pillar” of 
the church and Christian faith (1:6) the Christian rock-star of his day). 

8.2.3. When it came to the gospel Paul publically opposed and condemned/judged others all the time 
(Act 13:5-10; 1Co 4:18-21; 2Co 13:1-2 w/11:4, 12; 1Ti 1:20; 2Ti 2:16-18).  Notice that in most cases, Paul 
also identifies them by name (as he does Peter here in Galatians!).   

8.2.4. Jesus also publically opposed and condemned/judged others (Mat 16:6; Joh 8:44, 47, 21:41-46, 
23:1-4; Luk 11:42-54). 

8.2.5. Other texts which speak about our responsibility to judge (Mat 10:25-28; Tit 1:9-13; Joh 7:24)  

8.2.6. How we know that what Paul was doing in judging Peter was “righteous judgment”: 

 8.2.6.1. It was based on objective facts not subjective feelings (“appearance”) ((12)) 

The reason Paul could publically declare Peter condemned was because of what he (himself) had 
witnessed when Peter showed up at his home church in Antioch.  Peter wouldn’t eat with the 
Gentile Christians in the church.  He was essentially carrying out what Paul had preached to the 
Corinthians regarding separation from those who were disobedient (1Co 5:11).  The problem 
is—there wasn’t any sin/disobedience to be separated from!  And Peter at one time knew this! 
“For before certain men from James” –speaking about “the circumcision party”—Peter (as Paul 
states) was eating with the Gentiles” (most likely speaking in reference to Cornelius from Acts 
10.  God revealed to Peter at that time that Gentiles were no longer to be considered unclean—
as long as they had Christ—since through Christ all things/people were made clean.  Which 
means also there was NO need to (now) be separating from the Gentiles in Antioch as though 
they were being disobedient for not observing the OC clean laws (which is what the circumcision 
party –again—wanted).  They didn’t NEED to observe them!  They were (once more) already 
clean! Peter (however) “feared” these men in their teaching (and subsequently had become a 
part of their club—along with James—the senior pastor at Jerusalem—which means this was the 
direction the church was heading—a direction in the wrong direction—a path to a false gospel!).  
And Paul KNEW that (not because of feelings)—BUT the FACTS---because of THIS was (what was 
happening in the fellowship hall of his own church!  And that’s the point NOT TO MISS (here)—
Paul’s condemnation was based on FACT—objective evidence which HE WITNESSED firsthand—
this is what made his judgment (then) righteous. 

8.2.6.2. It was not done in hypocrisy (Paul practicing the same) ((13))—hardly would he identify 
them “hypocrites” if he was doing the same!  

8.2.7. This (too) is how we determine whether or not we have “righteous judgment/condemnation of 
others (based on fact  - Mat 18:15-20; 1Ti 5:19; 2Co 13:1; Deu 19:15; Num 35:30) (not hypocrisy – Mat 
7:1-6). 

8.2.8. Today’s taboo of such things (for the purpose of protecting the guilty) is therefore not biblical—
we are to publicly judge and condemn (Eph 5:11)!  All of these (forms of public opposition) (as we will 
see) are good examples of why Paul tells Timothy (in 1Ti 4:7) not to have anything to do with sayings of 
old women (sayings handed down by old women which sound like wisdom but are worthless and 
wrong—e.g. “If you can’t say anything nice, then don’t say anything at all”). 



8.3. (Public) Name-calling 

This (too) was a part of Paul’s practice when expressing opposition to those getting the gospel wrong 
(and subsequently leading others astray)—to publically call them names! 

8.3.1. ((12-13)) 

8.3.2. To say that someone is acting “hypocritically” is the same thing as calling them a “hypocrite” ~ is it 
not? 

And that is exactly what Paul is doing.  He is calling Peter, “Barnabas” and “the rest of the Jews” who 
separated themselves from the Gentiles as well---HYPOCRITES 

8.3.3. This term (hypocrite” or one of its derivatives) was a very pejorative term in the first century—
more so (I would say) than how we think of it today.  It literally means “play-actor” and refers to a 
person who is a pretender (a poser)—OR in the context of Christianity—a make-believer (versus a true 
believer).  This (then) is what Paul is calling Peter, Barnabas and the rest of the Jews---“make-believers”!  
And that because—this was the identity MOST consistent with their actions.  They weren’t acting like 
true believers/Christians would act (in relation to their brothers)---since Christ (again) had declared all 
peoples’ to (now) be clean (and faith in Him was all one needed to be in compliance with the clean 
laws—and therefore there was no further need to observe the clean laws of the old)---which meant NO 
need for separation—no one was unclean—or in sin.  Their actions were NOT the actions of true 
believers—BUT only someone who claims to be—but is simply a “make-believer” (and so again) that’s 
what Paul calls them ---“hypocrites” –or make-believers. 

8.3.4. Like our previous point, this instance of Paul calling others “bad names” (because of their role in 
peddling/preaching a distorted/false gospel) was not a FIRST—but rather—a regular practice in ministry 
(Act 13:10 – “son of the devil” (Paul BTW says this while “filled w/the HS” – v9) (Tit 1:12 – “Cretans are 
always liars, evil beasts, lazy gluttons” – this Paul says about them revealing the reason for their 
peddling of an easy-believism/antinomian gospel (“profess to know God—but deny by deeds”-v16) (2Co 
11:13 – “false apostles, deceitful workmen”).  

8.4.4. Likewise, Jesus (too) practiced name-calling in relation to those distorting the gospel (In Mat 23 
Jesus calls the scribes and Pharisees: “Hypocrites, blind guides, blind fools, blind men, white-washed 
tombs, serpents, and vipers”). 

8.4.5. Name-calling was the practice of the OT prophets as a means to waking people up to how serious 
God saw their sin (e.g. “whore” – Jer 3:1-9) .  More important to consider than that (however) is the fact 
that WHAT the prophet spoke was only WHAT GOD told them to speak—which means it is actually GOD 
WHO is the ONE most responsible for name-calling!  This further MEANS we need to be careful the next 
time we take issue with somebody calling others bad names.  If they are doing it because that other 
person is distorting the gospel and leading people astray then they are acting NO different than GOD 
(Who is the One we are to be imitating – Eph 5:1). 

8.4.6. Paul’s purpose in doing it (here) in Galatians was (no doubt) for all of the reasons mentioned---
especially that of shocking those he is speaking to INTO really considering their actions (before it was 
too late—Remember there is NO hope for those with a false gospel—even Apostles!  If you embrace a 
false GOSPEL—you will go to HELL—no matter who you ARE)—which is WHY (once more) such drastic 
measures and public opposition MUST be practiced. 



And that includes this final form… 

8.4. (Public) *Querying 

*(What I mean by this word): openly questioning a person’s beliefs as a means to exposing the error of 
their position. 

8.4.1. This (too) was a part of Paul’s public opposition to Peter (and company’s) false gospel ((14)) 

8.4.2. Notice, by these words, he is openly questioning Peter’s beliefs (or actions)…he is publically raising 
suspicion about his GOSPEL—as a means to exposing its error (“how can you…?”) 

8.4.3. What (exactly) Paul is getting at by his question, “If you, though a Jew, live like Gentile and NOT 
like a Jew, how can you force Gentiles to live like Jews?” (as well as how it exposes the error of his 
position) =  Peter is in Antioch promoting the need for Gentiles to observe the OC clean laws (in order to 
be right w/GOD) yet he himself KNEW that those laws were insufficient for GAINING such a status 
before GOD (something proven by the fact that he HIMSELF HAD put faith in CHRIST).  IF he (then) had 
ultimately left “living like a Jew” (i.e. believing the clean laws of the OC could NOT truly justify/make 
someone right before GOD), why was he forcing such things upon the Gentiles (why make them go 
backwards in the direction of what doesn’t work—when they already have what DOES)?  It MADE NO 
SENSE (practically or theologically). 

8.4.4.  What I mean when I say “theologically”:  the Bible is a closed system—something goes out—
something of equal value must replace it; something stays in –nothing can be added to the system—
equal value or otherwise (Deu 4:2).  The TOTAL “value” of the system always remains the same.  Which 
means that if Christ is to come in (as our new clean law) then something must GO Out (those clean laws 
from before). 

8.4.5. The point NOT to MISS in this verse:  Paul exposing Peter’s error through querying/questioning.  
This (too) is appropriate publically as a part of how we oppose false gospel teachers---(Jesus used it 
often to expose the bad theology and false gospel of the Pharisees: e.g. Mat 21:31). 

8.4.6. One final time, (so-called) Christian society TODAY sees this as unacceptable (even rude)—BUT 
NOT GOD---it is yet another way that we are to practice PUBLIC opposition to those peddling/preaching 
a false gospel:  we are call them by name, condemn them, call them names and question their 
teachings/beliefs in an attempt to expose them for who they are (and to warn others from listening to 
them) or their damning truths. 

THIS is our responsibility as much as it was Paul’s (when he saw Peter “not acting according to the 
truth”)---which means (also) it doesn’t matter who they are (foe or friend; important or unimportant, 
big wig Christian rock-star or small-time preacher)—any and all distorting the gospel are to be TREATED 
in this WAY… 

THIS (too) is HOW we get the GOSPEL RIGHT (and keep getting it right for the sake of others) –we DO 
NOT tolerate false gospels. 

 

 



In conclusion (then)...  Where’s the love?  That’s what we hear in response to a message like this ~ 
right? 

Where is a heart of compassion for those who we are speaking against? 

Isn’t that what we are called to with all people? 

(And the answer is—as we have discussed before) when it comes to those who are distorting the gospel 
(getting it wrong)—and especially those who are preaching and teaching it to others—never is the 
attitude/response prescribed in Scripture one of love but public opposition in all the forms and ways we 
looked at today.  And that because of what is at stake:  the souls of countless numbers of people being 
led astray by their false gospel message.  This is (therefore) why Paul is the way he is with Peter –and 
why we see have seen the same thing regarding everyone else who fits in this camp—whether it was 
coming from Paul—or one of the other writers of Scripture—or Jesus Himself.    

So then, though in every other situation (and every other type of person) we are to show love in our 
actions and responses—SUCH is NEVER the case with those preach/peddling a distorted/false GOSPEL 
message.  They are (and must be) the EXCEPTION to the RULE if we are going to GET the GOSPEL RIGHT 
(and make sure that others GAT it that way as well).  It means STANDING in public UNITY and 
OPPOSITION against such individuals.  This is a part of “CONTENDING for the GOSPEL”—the WAR which 
we (as Christians) have all been DRAFTED into… 

May we all (then) be found faithful soldiers on that DAY when we meet our commander face to face. 

Let’s PRAY   


